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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. Step 1 of 2. Create your InMusic Profile. ION is part of an
elite family of hardware and software companies known as inMusic Brands. The inMusic Profile
is where you can register products, download software titles, and access exclusive content and
offers - not just for ION, but for any brands within the inMusic network! Already Registered?
Sign in. Take the fun with you wherever you go. Block Rocker Plus has everything you need to
transform any get-together into a truly memorable occasion! With its powerful 8-inch 2-way
speaker powered by a watt dynamic amplifier, the sound is rich, vibrant and lifelike. We even
include a microphone and cable so you can announce the start time of the next volleyball game!
First name. Last name. Email address. Date of birth. Password Password Strength: No
Password. Password confirmation. Helena St. Lucia St. Martin St. Outlying Islands U. I agree to
inMusic's Privacy policy and Terms of Use. Block Rocker Plus. Where to Buy. Skip to the end of
the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. What's Included. Enjoy
high-fidelity music outdoors--wirelessly! Specifications subject to change without notice.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. Step 1 of 2. Create your InMusic Profile. ION is part of an
elite family of hardware and software companies known as inMusic Brands. The inMusic Profile
is where you can register products, download software titles, and access exclusive content and
offers - not just for ION, but for any brands within the inMusic network! Already Registered?
Sign in. The party is always on with the Block Party Ultra! Or use the included microphone and
60 built-in vocal effects for the most karaoke fun ever. You can even add another mic sold
separately and have karaoke duets! Best of all, the battery lasts for up to 50 hours, so the fun
keeps going, no matter how long everyone stays! First name. Last name. Email address. Date of
birth. Password Password Strength: No Password. Password confirmation. Helena St. Lucia St.
Martin St. Outlying Islands U. I agree to inMusic's Privacy policy and Terms of Use. Block Party
Ultra. In Stores Only. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images
gallery. What's Included. Party Anywhere, Anytime! Specifications subject to change without
notice. Key Features Powerhouse watt amplifier fills even the largest spaces Lighted inch
woofer and horn tweeter deliver crystal-clear sound Top-mounted lights project 6 dazzling
colors Four selectable light modes create the perfect effect 60 different vocal effects bring
excitement to every occasion Select vocal effects like Rap star, Evil Robot, Rock Soloist and
more! Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought
this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Block Rocker Plus is a high-power, ultra-portable sound system including a built-in
2-way speaker, an integrated amplifier and wireless easy-pair Bluetooth technology. With an
immense W dynamic power amplifier fused with a robust 8-inch woofer and wide-dispersion
tweeter, experience rich, vibrant and lifelike sound that guarantees to get your party moving!
Your portable playback devices never sounded this good! Block Rocker Plus has a built-in
battery with a charge indicator, providing up to 50 hours of pristine cordless sound. Run out of
power? Simply connect the included power cord and rock out! There's also a built-in USB 2.
With its lightweight, ultra-portable form factor, a road-ready cabinet with handles and a
telescoping handle for hassle-free transport, Block Rocker Plus is made to move wherever and
whenever you need compact, powerful sound output. Bluetooth Built-in Your portable playback
devices never sounded this good! Take total control of your playlist with Block Rocker Plus
easy-pair wireless Bluetooth capability - keep your iPad, iPhone, or other Bluetooth
music-playing device right by your side as you blast your music over Block Rocker Plus
immense W peak power amplifier with bass boost. With a robust 8-inch woofer and
wide-dispersion tweeter, experience deep driving bass and crystal-clear highs that guarantee to
get your party moving! No Bluetooth? No Problem? Simply use the Block Rocker Plus built-in
battery to charge-up your portable devices. Add to all of this a high-quality included
microphone and the ability to amplify your non-Bluetooth audio sources via the conveniently
located Aux input, and Block Rocker Plus is the perfect powerful ultra-portable all-in-one sound
reinforcement solution. Most laptops do include some sort of Bluetooth functionality, however,
this is often a type of Bluetooth intended solely for mice and keyboards; not for streaming
audio. In order to stream audio via Bluetooth, your laptop will need to be compatible with the
A2DP Bluetooth profile which is common in most phones and tablets, but not as popular in
laptops or other computers. It's possible that your laptop could connect to a Bluetooth speaker
even without the A2DP profile, but you will very likely experience playback issues no sound or
drop-outs or you will be unable to use the speaker as an audio output device. If you're
experiencing issues playing back audio from a laptop, try your speaker with a smartphone or
tablet before assuming something is wrong with the speaker. Also, be wary of inexpensive USB
Bluetooth dongles which promise to add Bluetooth to older computers that don't already have

wireless capabilities. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 9 hrs and 25 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by.
Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due to normal use covered
from day one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved
within minutes. Add No Thanks. Add other items:. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: Ion.
Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. Style: W. Pattern Name:
Speaker. Similar item from our brands. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Sold by Fifine shop and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Brands related to this category on Amazon. Karaoke Microphone for
Home Singing. Sound Worth Sharing. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
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manufacturer. Recharge and Go! Compare with similar items. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
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customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. This is my second Ion
Block Rocker. My first one lasted about 10 years. We had years of enjoyment with it and decided
it was time for an upgrade. Just got this Block Rocker Plus today. Blue Tooth connected easily
to my IPhone. It came almost fully charged out of the box. The sound is clear and crisp. The
radio works well without an antenna indoors. I expect it to work even better when I set it up
outdoors. ION has exceeded my expectations once again. Images in this review. This block
rocker plus kicks ass. We got to use this for the first time at my daughters wedding rehearsal
dinner. It was the hit of the party. I recommend this for all occasions. I have used many of these
Ion products. The Block Rocker Plus has a lot of boom and bass. I do not care for the bass so
much however if you are looking to bring the party this can be a great choice as it packs a great
punch, especially using Bluetooth. I returned this product because the battery died within 24
hours after fully charging the product multiple times. The life is supposed to be 50 hours.
Another reason and another star off of the review was the FM radio reception. It is horrible. I live
in the middle of the city and could not get any stations in clearly. I work outdoors therefore
there is no interference from being inside of buildings. Ion needs to put an external antenna
back on the outside of their units. I purchased a new battery for my old block rocker, and will
replace the old dead battery Which lasted about two years. Sound is good and plenty loud for a
party. Can hear a block away. Big speaker but not too heavy to lift. Rolls nicely on wheels. I
measured top volume to be 73 decibels but I didn't add bass boost to that. Bluetooth connects
easily and from some distance. I also tried similar EcoXGear speaker. That one is heavy to lift
into car, but more rugged. It got to 83 decibels. Didn't have a microphone but could take one.
Ion includes a mic. About equal sound quality between the two speakers. I recommend either,
depending on your needs. This is the newer model of the block rocker and it sounds great with
simple features. Bluetooth connects easily and the mic is plug and play and has an on and off
switch on it for easy operation. Sound quality is great even at high levels without distorting and
it is very loud! Never had the volume knob above half way and its plenty of sound for me. Great
bang for your buck. I purchased this to use at work. I have many speakers, so I did not need this
one. I clean at a school and wanted to have one just to leave at work that is loud. I have others
that are very loud, but don't want to leave them behind. I charge this every three days, and use
this about six hours each night. I use an iPod connected to this and play my Amazon music. I
have this on the loud side, so most of us can hear the music. We use radios for communication,
and sometimes I miss a call, oops the music is loud. I play sixties and seventies rock music and
it sound great. If we ever drop it down the stairs and break it I will purchase again. I think of this
as ours at work, not just mine. I share what I have and some want to buy one. I like how it has
wheels and a telescoping handle, great for moving it around. I usually have this on my cleaning
cart an old metal thing I turned into a cleaning cart. Here's the DEAL So less then 3 hours A day
for two days and it's dead I will try the 50 watt because the sound was good enough and the Am
radio did NOT work to listen to my favorite football talk show So I will try the Tailgator original
For the antenna and hoping the sound is as good and battery last as advertised! I will be buying

the NEW old model of the tailgator. By OntheBlitzTv on October 31, See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Ok, you get what you pay for, sound quality is not ideal at full blast.
However, anything comparable in terms of output and portability easily costs 2 or 3 times as
much. For it's price, this devices defends itself very well in the outdoors. PROS: - Handy
wheels, telescoping handle and 3 carying handles Makes for easy lugging around despite its
20lbs weight - Very good Bluetooth range - Very good battery life Only used it for a couple
weeks, we'll see how it handles in the future. To mitigate the effect, use an equalizer to lower the
bass tones. I've had it for several months and it produces decent sound quality, with a BASE
enhancement button which I find I always need to use on most albums that I play through the
unit. Despite another review comment below I Charge it on the Weekend, and it lasts me right
through to Friday the following week on one charge, playing an average of 3 hours per day. It
comes with a basic, cheap microphone if you want to sing through the unit, but I just Link it VIA
Blue Tooth from my cell phone where I have all my music downloaded on. Hopefully I get 3 or 4
years on the Original Battery, but then I would assume I could open it up and swap it out for a
new one not sure about that though until the day comes Basically it has a CAR BATTERY inside
it, so like any car battery the life of it will eventually run out after so many charges. Still good
unit, and it goes quite loud. I only have to turn it up just a tiny bit and that's plenty loud enough
where I work. We are performing artist and have been using this all summer for outdoor shows
and small events, we never even needed to use the sound at its max yet, this thing is loud and
the sound quality is good and we are picky about that kind of stuff. The battery life completely
blew our mind, it took weeks before we even needed to charge it for the first time. It is super
easy to carry, the design is perfect and looks so good. I higly recommand, you can't go wrong
here. The speaker is great and works well via Bluetooth for any device, but the microphone is
terrible. After two weeks it stopped working. I contacted customer support at Ion and they
finally responded but stopped replying and did not replace my microphone. I like the portability
of the unit. The sound is good. More items to explore. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: mi mobile , mi mobile phones , Best amplifier for karaoke , Best speakers
for music , back block , Explore mobile chargers for mi. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
GooBang Doo US. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract,
and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics
for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Stream music from virtually any Bluetooth device. Inputs for
a microphone, instruments and other audio sources. High-quality microphone included. Blast
your Music from virtually any Bluetooth smartphone or MP3 player. Blast your music whenever
and wherever you want. Keep the music cranked. You can also plug in and crank up
instruments, microphones and more. A high-quality microphone is included. A power cord is
also included for nonstop music. Features: Stream music from virtually any Bluetooth device.
Built-in battery that provides up to 12 hours of use from a single charge. Recessed wheels and
telescoping handle for portability. Heavy-duty construction to withstand heavy use. Easy-to-use
Bluetooth-pairing button - no codes required! Perfect for use anywhere, indoor or outside. This
is non- returnable item. Blast your music whenever and wherever you want: Block Rocker
Bluetooth is a powerful and flexible all-in-one sound system for iOS devices, MP3 players,
microphones, and instruments. Keep the music cranked--Block Rocker Bluetooth's wireless
capability means you can keep your iPad, iPhone, or other Bluetooth-enabled device right by
your side as you blast your music. You can also plug in and crank up instruments,
microphones, and more. Block Rocker Bluetooth has a built-in battery with a charge indicator
and will provide up to 50 hours of cordless sound. For ultimate portability, Block Rocker
Bluetooth has rugged wheels and a telescoping handle. Stream music wirelessly from ANY
Bluetooth music-playing device or phone. With a Bluetooth range of up to 50 feet and a built-in
cradle for your smartphone, iPad, or other device, the Block Rocker projects high-fidelity sound
up to feet away. The high-output powered 2-way speaker is housed in a cabinet with a rugged
design to withstand heavy use. The recessed wheels and telescoping handle for portability
make it easy to move and set up powerful sound perfect for parties, BBQs, drive-in movies, or
any outdoor event. A built-in USB 2. Use the Block Rocker Bluetooth's built-in battery to top-off

your audio device or plug it in to eliminate having to keep an extra charging cable handy. Skip
to main content. Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or
if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Ion Store. Works with iPad, iPhone, iPod touch,
Android devices and more Input for a microphone, instruments and other audio sources.
Retractable, telescoping handle with integrated wheels for easy portability The Item is Non
returnable. Special Shipping Information: This item cannot be returned to Amazon. For
additional information concerning this policy, please visit our Product Specific Returns Policy
Page. There is a newer model of this item:. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Compare with similar items. Product Description Stream music from virtually any Bluetooth
device. From the Manufacturer. Delivers powerful sound and is compatible with iPad, iPhone,
iPod touch, Android devices, and more. View larger. Stream music wirelessly from any
Bluetooth music-playing device or phone. Product information Product Dimensions 22 x
Customer Reviews 4. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product guides and
documents Warranty [PDF ]. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Seriously, alternatives in the price range don't even come close. Over months of use
this only happened a few times though. But if you're financially unlimited, of course, there are
better ones out there. This device has a lot of potential. I bought it based on the
recommendation of someone I know that has one. Unfortunately, mine doesn't work right out of
the box. The device doesn't charge the internal battery and only works when plugged into the
wall. That defeats the point of a portal, rechargeable speaker system. It turns out the number
provided with the included documentation was not correct or the best number. My wife found a
different number on their website and was actually able to talk to a person after a week of trying
the previous numbers. The representative apologized for the mix up and said they'd send a
replacement battery out as soon as possible. We intended to take this with us on a vacation
next week, so we are hoping the battery arrives by the end of the week. I'll update the review
later based on receipt of the battery, etc. There is certainly nothing near this price range with
better sound. Wow, this is an impressive speaker setup! It's huge, and loud. The rechargeable
battery makes for a great portable stereo, the sound quality is decent and it even comes with a
cheap mic for announcements. There aren't any eq settings, you will need to use the EQ on your
phone or other device to tune it. As it comes, the sound output is relatively flat, a little bass
heavy. Just the way I like it. Mine came fully charged, and I haven't had a chance to see how
long it really lasts on battery, but other reviews are promising. I'll have to leave it unplugged
from the wall for a week and see if it keeps up. It's not a little thing you can carry around every
day. It will take up a sizable chunk of your trunk space, and you have to tote it around with the
extending handle and wheels. However, if you want great music at the beach or in your garage,
it is the best portable speaker I've found. You simply can't make true bass from a tiny speaker.
One person found this helpful. Brian W. Ewert Top Contributor: Guitars. It's decent. I've read
some of the negative reviews and can respond to those. First off, I'm an audiophile and have
never had less than 7 speaker systems in my car s and currently have 9 speakers in the car I
drive now - self installed. This portable ION box has an 8 inch woofer and about a 1. Not too
tinny, not too bassy, etc. Nice tonal quality. Someone said the Tuner was weak - not true - I
dialed in a classical station that is always a little fuzzy, down low on the FM dial, and it sounded
better than I expected. So I'm pleased with the tuner. Someone said the telescoping handle was
weak and flimsy and that's just the way they're made. The one on my high end Jensen tool box
was the same way, as are the ones on our luggage; so pleased again. Something from a store in
which you could have tested it for your needs - pscht! Someone said that the microphone is
junk - it is. I can tell just by holding it. If it was worth anything it would have come in a padded
zip-to-close case and weighed 5x as much as it does. Regardless, I plugged it in and gave it a
try - it's junk - lol. Any amplifier is going to eventually start clipping as the volume amplitude
maxis out Which brings me to my final point. The JVC Kaboom boxes are the loudest, best
sounding, most dependable portable systems I've ever used outside of a full blown PA and the
Kaboom boxes have a limiter that controls distortion levels - nice See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. I love it, 50 feet range, 50 watts for 50
hours and a very clear sound! Report abuse. Absolutely love this product its really good and it
has a long battery life also it is able to charge your phone I have had this product for over a

month and it's really good no problems what so ever great to have parties the speaker is
amazing! Die Bluetoothverbindung funktioniert einwandfrei und sehr gut. Das Radio funktioniert
ebenfalls ohne Probleme. Habe den vor der ersten Benutzung komplett geladen und nach
inzwischen ca 4 Stunden nicht ununterbrochenem Betrieb hat die Box noch immer 2 von 3
Strichen Akku! Translate review to English. Habe den Blockrocker gestern bekommen und
gleich mal auf Herz und Nieren getestet. Man kann sogar Musik von zwei oder mehr
Audioquellen gleichzeitig spielen z. Zum Akku kann ich noch nicht sehr viel sagen, da ich ihn
erst 5 Stunden am laufen hatte und das hat er locker geschafft. Report abuse Translate review
to English. Juli Lieferung alles promt aber Top rated from our brands. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: karaoke bluetooth with microphone , boombox antenna
, cordless microphones microphone input , portable radio with best sound , best outdoor
portable speakers , best
lennox air handler wiring diagram
automotive fuse box with relay
1996 powerstroke injectors
wireless speaker system. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. Real Deal sales. Just
Right! Bluetooth, USB. Bluetooth, wireless. Bluetooth, wireless, NFC. Battery Powered. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

